
Yelp. It has always been on the Friday after per the code, so I do not
understand why it is different 

1/11/21, 10:18 AM

Reminder board meeting tomorrow at 9:30.
Is there anything anyone would like on the agenda? 

Ernestine Thomas-Clark

Chair/V. Chair election

Ernestine Thomas-Clark

New Board member Oath

Picture of board meme era will be taken tomorrow 

2/1/21, 10:46 AM

Remember board meeting tomorrow at 930

Matthew McC

Also, anything anyone would like put on the agenda

2/1/21, 1:05 PM

Ernestine Thomas-Clark

See you there.

2/23/21, 9:51 AM

I am working on the agenda for next Tuesday, does anyone have
something they would like to be put on the agenda

We will also be swearing in ALL MEMBERS of the board and taking a
picture. So dress accordingly lol

Matthew McC

2/24/21, 9:19 PM

I have been asked to go speak at the rotary club tomorrow at noon. I was
asked to talk about the election process 

Matthew McC

Tony had mentioned us discussing any conversations about elections
with him first, we have another new lawsuit and the possibility of another
after that. So would prefer we check with him on any speaking
engagements, interviews, etc.

Oh, I did not know he had said that. I will ask him. Sorry

I mentioned me speaking to ms Ernestine Tuesday when she signed the
timesheets and she said ok. 

But I will do what ever y'all as a board want me to do. Lol
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Matthew McC

I think it's a good idea to check with him

I have not received anything about another lawsuit at the office

This is what I was going to discuss
I think I will start with the process of an election,
*Where we get the program
*How we decided how many machines
*How L&A is handled
*Absentee Ballots
*then advance voting
*Election Day
*then Elecrion night and the election night process

Matthew McC

I believe they sent it directly to Tony or possibly even verbally notified
him. I'm not saying don't go, I'm just saying clear speaking engagements
or interviews with him. But 4 other board members can certainly weigh in
if I'm being too cautious 

Ernestine Thomas-Clark

Now that I'm fully aware of the lawsuits, yes, you need to consult Tony
before making a commitment. 

Eric Chaney

With all that's going on I think you need to lay low. 

I will tell Robert. 
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